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Does the Type of Implant Prosthesis Affect 
Outcomes for the Completely Edentulous Arch?
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Purpose: A systematic review, including meta-analysis, was conducted to answer the question “Does
the type of implant prosthesis affect outcomes for the completely edentulous arch?” The current paper
was to assess the impact of fixed or removable prosthesis type on implant survival and success out-
comes. Materials and Methods: Pertinent literature was identified through December 31, 2005 using
a PubMed search strategy and hand-searching of relevant journals, a personal library, and reference
lists from included studies. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied to the titles and abstracts and
subsequently to the full text of included references. The 72 included studies reported oral implant sur-
vival or success, crestal bone levels or loss, and/or prosthesis success or maintenance differentiated
by arch and by prosthesis type (fixed or removable, splinted or nonsplinted) established either in 1-year
randomized clinical trials or 5-year observational studies. Results: Statistical analysis revealed only a
site-specific rather than a design-specific finding that implant survival for mandibular fixed prosthesis
groups had a 6.6% greater implant survival than maxillary fixed prostheses groups (P < .001). The
observation of greater implant failure for removable over fixed protheses groups in the maxilla
appeared likely due to deficient preoperative bone volume in the removable prosthesis groups. Discus-
sion: There is little evidence that implant survival or success is affected directly by prosthesis type
based on current designs studied for at least 5 years. Prosthesis maintenance does appear to vary
with different prosthesis designs. Conclusion: While this study suggests implant survival and success
may not be affected by variation across the established types of implant prostheses, maintenance
demands can vary with implant prosthesis type, especially with overdenture attachments. Clinicians
should remain diligent in basing implant prosthodontic technique on established protocols. INT J ORAL
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Various prosthetic design variables must be con-
sidered when implant prosthodontic treatment is

indicated for the completely edentulous arch. One of
the most fundamental of these is the selection of a
fixed versus removable type; however, prostheses dif-
fer in myriad other ways (eg, splinting/and rotational
characteristics, prosthetic materials, abutment
designs, number and position of implants used for
support). Decisions regarding all of these factors
must be made in the context of the oral and systemic
ecology in which the prosthesis will exist. The out-
come of oral implant treatment for edentate arches
has been reported in multiple publications. Of these,
72 studies1–72 were found to report specific oral
implant outcomes differentiated by arch and by type
(fixed or removable and splinted or nonsplinted).
Included studies were either randomized clinical tri-
als (RCTs) at least 1 year long or prospective or retro-
spective cohort studies in consecutively treated
arches observed for a minimum of 5 years. The long-
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term efficacy of fixed and removable dental prosthe-
ses in patients who had persistent problems wearing
complete dentures has been confirmed in various
studies.2,3,8,55,73,74 The preponderance of evidence
suggests that typical outcomes for implant stability
in the 80% to 95% range can be achieved over 10 or
more years, with mean rates of crestal bone loss less
than 0.1 mm annually after the first year of function.
Likewise, prosthetic maintenance and functional and
psychosocial responses to complete rehabilitation of
the dental arch have generally been favorable from
the perspectives of both the dentist and
patient.56,60,73,74–77 Remarkably, the highly pre-
dictable results of implant treatment for total tooth
loss have prompted a consensus statement suggest-
ing the 2-implant–supported removable overden-
ture as the minimum standard of care for the eden-
tulous mandible.78 However, there remains little
conclusive evidence to guide clinicians and patients
as to the optimal type of prosthesis for rehabilitation
of the completely edentulous maxilla or mandible.

Among the longest-term studies of outcomes for
implant prostheses in the edentulous arch are Adell
and colleagues,2 with an 86% cumulative survival
rate over 15 years among 480 implants placed origi-
nally to support 83 complete fixed mandibular pros-
theses (routine group 1), and a 78% cumulative sur-
vival rate over 15 years among 524 implants placed
originally to support 80 complete fixed maxillary
prostheses (routine group 1); Ekelund and
associates,15 with a 98.9% cumulative survival rate
over 20 years among 273 implants placed originally
to support 47 complete fixed mandibular prostheses;
and Attard and Zarb,73 with a cumulative survival
rate of 86.7% over 18 to 23 years (mean, 20 years)
among 265 implants (including 2 late replacements)
placed originally to support 47 complete fixed pros-
theses and a 93.1% cumulative survival rate over 10
to 19 years (mean, 16 years) among 132 implants
placed originally to support 47 complete removable
overdentures.74 The treatment groups in the latter 2
studies involved both arches but were composed pri-
marily of mandibular arches. The fixed prostheses
generally utilized acrylic resin teeth processed on
splinted cast gold alloy or silver-palladium frames
with bilateral cantilevers, whereas the overdentures
involved acrylic resin teeth processed on acrylic resin
bases retained primarily by splinted gold alloy
Dolder bar-and-clip attachments, or occasionally by
nonsplinted magnet or gold alloy ball-and-clip
attachments. All 4 studies employed threaded,
machined, root-form Brånemark system titanium
implants. Similar results into the second decade of
use have yet to be shown for a diversity of implant
designs.

This paper forms part of the fifth of 8 systematic
reviews completed for the Academy of Osseointegra-
tion’s 2006 workshop The State of the Science on
Implant Dentistry (SSID). Question 5, the question
this review aimed to answer, was “Does the type of
implant prosthesis affect outcomes for the com-
pletely edentulous arch?” The current analysis was to
test the specific hypothesis that there is no differ-
ence in implant survival and success outcomes
between fixed and removable prosthesis types in
edentulous arches. The possible effects of other vari-
ations in prosthetic type (such as splinting, rotational
characteristics, prosthetic materials, and the number
of implants) as well as the effect on crestal bone loss
and prosthesis success and maintenance outcomes,
are not addressed in detail in this paper. As most
commonly reported in implant outcome studies,
implant survival and success were assessed from the
time of implant placement rather than from prosthe-
sis loading. Finally, despite being arguably the most
crucial outcomes for clinical decisions, no data are
given on functional or psychosocial outcomes, eg,
patient satisfaction, quality of life, and economic
analysis. Further publications will be required to ana-
lyze these various aspects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Initial Search Strategy
A broad PubMed search was undertaken on August
23, 2004 to identify study references by title, with the
abstract when available, reporting the outcome of
dental implant treatment. The terms “(dental
implants OR dental implant OR dental implantation)
AND (evaluation studies OR epidemiologic methods
OR health care evaluation mechanisms)” were uti-
lized to conduct the initial search which was limited
to studies published in English and conducted with
humans. This search resulted in 3,189 references (Fig
1). Initial inclusion and exclusion criteria were
applied independently by 2 reviewers; 1,766
title/abstract references for studies were included.
Studies were included if they had more than 1 sub-
ject with any of the oral implant outcomes described
by Gukes and Shugars,79 such as implant survival or
success longevity according to Albrektsson and col-
leagues80 or Zarb and Albrektsson,81 crestal bone
levels or loss, adverse outcomes, prosthesis success
or maintenance, function (chewing, speaking, etc),
nutritional adequacy, patient satisfaction, appear-
ance, or quality of life. Reviews of implant outcomes
studies were included. Papers were included if there
was inadequate information to determine exclusion.
References for studies describing a single subject or
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study periods less than 1 year after implant place-
ment were excluded. Disagreements between
reviewers were resolved either by reaching consen-
sus or by including the reference for subsequent
review by the 8 individual review teams.

Final Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The same PubMed search strategy was last repeated
on March 8, 2006 to identify 509 additional
title/abstract references limited to studies published
in English, using human subjects, and published no
later than December 31, 2005 (Fig 1). Among the
2,275 references remaining (1,766 plus 509), inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria (Table 1) were applied
independently by 2 reviewers (RB and DM) to include
278 references for subsequent full-text review.
Included references described implant survival
and/or success longevity, crestal bone levels or loss,
or prosthesis success or maintenance outcomes
specified by prosthesis type in the edentulous arch,
including RCTs with follow-up periods of at least 1
year since implant placement or consecutively
treated arches in prospective or retrospective cohort
studies with follow-up periods of at least 5 years,
including those studies with 5-year cumulative
implant survival or success data, even if their mini-
mum follow-up periods were less than 5 years (Table
1). Systematic reviews of prosthesis-type outcome
studies for the edentulous arch were also included,
as well as references for which there was inadequate
information to determine exclusion. Disagreements
between reviewers on inclusion and exclusion of ref-
erences were recorded and resolved either by reach-
ing consensus or by including the reference for sub-
sequent full-text review.

A full-text review of the 278 references was con-
ducted independently by the same 2 reviewers, who
reapplied the inclusion and exclusion criteria plus 4
additional exclusion criteria (Table 1). Sixty-one stud-
ies were included for data extraction, and 217 studies
were excluded. The 4 additional criteria excluded
prospective or retrospective cohort studies with 5-
year cumulative implant survival or success data but
minimum follow-up periods of less than 5 years since
implant placement, and studies with samples report-
ing mixed maxillary and mandibular prosthetic sites,
mixed fixed and removable prosthesis types, or
mixed splinted and nonsplinted prosthesis types.

Recent issues of relevant journals, with a focus on
International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial
Implants, International Journal of Prosthodontics, Clini-
cal Oral Implants Research, Clinical Implant Dentistry
and Related Research, Journal of Dental Research,
British Dental Journal, Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry,
International Journal of Oral Maxillofacial Surgery,

Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Journal of
Oral Rehabilitation, Journal of Prosthodontics, Journal
of Clinical Periodontology, and Journal of Periodontol-
ogy; a personal library of implant outcomes litera-
ture; and reference lists from all included papers
were hand-searched to identify a total additional 81
title/abstract references, yielding an overall total of
2,356 references remaining for review (Fig 1). These
were reviewed, and the final inclusion and exclusion
criteria (Table 1) were applied independently by the
2 reviewers to include a total additional 55 refer-
ences for full-text review, yielding an overall total of
333 full-text studies for review, and an overall total of
2,023 studies excluded at the title/abstract stage. Dis-
agreements between reviewers on inclusion and
exclusion of references were recorded and resolved
either by reaching consensus or by including the ref-
erence for subsequent full-text review. A full-text
review of the 55 additional included references was
conducted independently by the reviewers using the
same criteria to include a total additional 11 studies,
yielding an overall total of 72 studies1–72 included for
data extraction (Tables 2 and 3). In the process, no

PubMed search 
SSID (Aug 2004)

n = 3,189

Included SSID
titles/abstracts

n = 1,766

PubMed search to Dec 31, 2005 and
handsearch (Mar 2006) n = 590 
(grand total screened n = 3,779)

Included
titles/abstracts for

screening n = 2,356

Included for screening
full-text n = 333

Papers included for
data extraction n = 72

Excluded
titles/abstracts 

n = 2,023

Excluded full-text
papers n = 261

Papers utilized for 
current analysis n = 46

Excluded SSID
titles/abstracts

n = 1,423

Fig 1 Search process.

+
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systematic reviews were identified that directly
examined the PICO (problem, intervention, compari-
son, and outcome) question. A majority of the exclu-
sions at the full-text review stage were due to groups
with pure or mixed partially edentulous arches
and/or an inadequate length of follow-up (Table 4).
The list of 261 excluded full-text papers, including
reasons for exclusion, is available in the Web edition
of this paper. Cases of disagreement between
reviewers on inclusion and exclusion of full-text
papers were recorded and resolved by reaching 
consensus.

Interreviewer Agreement 
For the 2,356 titles and abstracts reviewed specifically
for this section, the reviewers had 259 disagreements
(11%) in applying inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Agreement at the title/abstract review stage yielded a
kappa score of 0.61 (moderate to substantial agree-
ment), which was significantly different from zero (P <
.001), meaning the agreement was better than
chance. For the 333 full-text papers reviewed, the
reviewers had 53 (16%) disagreements in applying
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Agreement at the full-
text review stage yielded a kappa score of 0.58 (mod-
erate to substantial agreement), which was also signif-
icantly different from zero (P < .001).

Data Extraction
Data extraction was completed by 1 reviewer (RB) for
each of the 72 included papers using a standardized
electronic spreadsheet to manually record data by
prosthesis type for each known timepoint or interval.
Data extracted included raw or cumulative implant
survival and success longevity, crestal bone levels
and/or loss, raw or cumulative prosthesis success (by
each paper’s definition), and prosthesis maintenance
outcomes (events, visits, occasions, and/or time).
Among the included studies, 45 studies reported
apparently unique (ie, not included in another paper)
implant survival data (ie, implant present or immo-
bile and retaining a prosthesis) differentiated by
prosthesis type. Three studies reported unique
implant success data (ie, peri-implant area also free
of pathology and radiolucency, with minimal crestal
bone loss, in the spirit of Albrektsson and col-
leagues80), 2 of which were among the 45 studies
with unique survival data. Republication of implant
survival data (ie, not unique) was found in 14 other
papers (Table 3), and the remaining 12 papers (Table
3) contained no implant survival or success data,
leaving 46 papers utilized for the current analysis
(Table 2, Fig 1). A sample of 12 papers (20% selected
randomly from the 46 utilized papers, and all 3
papers with success data) were chosen for data

Table 1 Final Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion criteria
1-year RCT with outcomes* by prosthesis type in completely edentulous arch
5-year observational study of outcomes* in completely edentulous arch
Systematic review of outcomes by prosthesis type in completely edentulous arch

Original exclusion criteria
P Partially edentulous arch
L Length of study < 60 mo from implant placement for observational studies
LR Length of study < 12 mo from implant placement for RCT
CR Case report with < 5 arches per group
I Implant placed immediately postextraction (< 10 wk) or loaded immediately (< 10 wk from placement)
G Graft/augmentation
NC Nonconsecutive sample (eg, sample selection based on failure, success, mucosal inflammation, or

case-control) or special-risk sample (eg, systemic illness, medication use, smoking habits, irradiation,
or chemotherapy) 

NH No in vivo human outcomes
NT Nontitanium (Ti alloy) root-form implant (eg, blade, transmandibular, ceramic)
Z Extramaxillary site (eg, zygoma, pterygoid plate)
OO Other outcomes (eg, occlusal, function, satisfaction, economic analyses)
OS Other systematic review
R Review, editorial, or protocol paper (or no implant outcomes)

Additional exclusion criteria
LB Maximum length of observation was < 60 mo for some patients in observational studies despite

cumulative survival or success rates > 60 mo
M Maxillary and mandibular mixed sample
F Fixed and removable mixed sample
S Splint/no splint mixed sample

*Outcomes: oral implant survival or success,80,81 crestal bone level or loss, prosthetic success, or prosthetic 
maintenance.
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extraction by the second reviewer (DM). No errors
were detected in comparison to the original data
extraction.

Data Analysis
The current analysis was intended for pooling per-
centages of implant survival, implant success, and
prosthesis success. The parameters given for prosthe-

sis success were very inconsistent across studies,
varying from continuous prosthesis stability to a set
maximum number of prosthetic maintenance visits
or events, so only implant survival and success were
pooled in the current analysis. These data were
assumed to be cumulative even if they were given as
an absolute or raw proportion of the original number
of implants reported. This assumption was consid-

Table 2 Included Papers by Prosthetic Type and Author

No. of No. of Mo.
Design Author Year Type of prosthesis groups implants follow-up

PS De Bruyn et al11 1999 1 35 90
RS Ivanoff et al24 2000 1 218 180
RCT Jemt et al27 2002 2 349 60
PS-B Adell et al3 1981 4 1,322 120
PS-B Adell1 1983 4 1,017+r 72
PS-B Adell et al2 1990 6 2,651 180
RS-W Brånemark et al7 1995 4 122 120
PS-B Carlsson et al8 2000 2 354 180
RS-B Engfors et al63 2004 4 1,431 60
RS-B Hultin et al23 2000 2 505 60
RCT Ortorp and Jemt61 2004 4 361 60
PS-B Rasmusson et al50 2005 2 199 120
PS Arvidson et al4 1998 1 618 60
PS Ekelund et al15 2003 1 273 240
PS Ericsson et al17 1997 1 63 60
PS Hemmings et al20 1994 1 130 60
PS Henry et al21 1995 1 83 120
PS Jeffcoat et al25 2003 1 615 60
PS Lindquist et al31 1988 1 152 72
PS-W Murphy et al37 2002 2 131 60
RS-W Ortorp et al40 1999 3 1,034 60
RCT Tinsley et al42 2001 2 181 72
PS-W Makkonen et al32 1997 2 155 60
PS-W Watson and Davis49 1996 2 170 60
RS-W Jemt and Lekholm28 1995 3 38 60
PS-B Jemt et al64 1996 2 393 60
PS Smedberg et al41 1999 1 86 60
PS Cordioli et al9 1997 1 21 60
PS Deporter et al12 1999 1 156 72
PS Deporter et al13 2002 1 156 120
PS Heckmann et al53 2004 1 82 96
PS Walmsley and Frame44 1997 1 78 60
RCT Davis and Packer10 1999 2 99 60
RCT Gotfredsen and Holm18 2000 2 52 60
RCT Naert et al39 1997 3 72 36

RCT Naert et al55 2004 3 72+1r 120
RCT Wismeijer et al48 1999 3 283 16
RCT Visser et al57 2005 2 120 60
PS Behneke et al6 2002 1 337 60
PS Meijer et al33 2004 3 180 60
PS Meijer et al34 2001 2 116 60
PS Meijer et al35 2003 1 122 120
PS Meijer et al59 2004 1 122 120
PS Visser et al43 2002 3 180 60
PS Wismeyer et al65 1995 1 218 66
RS Heydenrijk et al22 1998 1 86 65

F = fixed; B = between-arch comparison; ball = ball-retained; bar = bar-retained; Mx = maxillary; Mn = mandibular; PS = prospective study; 
R = removable; r = replacement implant(s); RCT = randomized controlled trial; rotat = rotational type; RS = retrospective study; W = within-arch com-
parison.

MxF
MxF
MxF (gold vs titanium frame)
MxF vs MnF (some overlap with Adell et al2)
MxF vs MnF (some overlap with Adell et al2)
MxF vs MnF
MxF vs MnF and 4 vs 6 implants
MxF vs MnF
MxF vs MnF
MxF vs MnF
MxF vs MnF and gold vs titanium frame
MxF vs MnF
MnF
MnF (some overlap with Carlsson et al8)
MnF
MnF
MnF
MnF
MnF (some overlap with Carlsson et al8)
MnF gold versus silver palladium frame
MnF gold vs titanium or titanium bar frame
MnF vs removable ball with 5 or 3 implants
MnF vs bar with 6 or 4 implants
MnF vs bar with 6 or 2 implants
MxR bar vs bar-then-F vs F; 4 vs 6 implants
MxR bar vs Mn; 4 vs 2 implants
MxR Nonrotat with 5 implants
MnR ball with 1 implant
MnR with 3 implants (some overlap with Deporter et al 13)
MnR with 3 implants
MnR telescopic nonrotat with 2 implants
MnR magnet rotat with 4 implants
MnR magnet vs ball; 3 vs 2 implants
MnR unsplinted vs splinted; ball vs bar
MnR unsplinted vs splinted; magnet vs ball; some overlap
with Naert et al55

MnR unsplinted vs splinted; magnet vs ball 
MnR unsplinted vs splinted; ball vs bar; 2 vs 4 implants
MnR bar rotat vs nonrotat; 2 vs 4 implants
MnR bar with 2 to 5 implants
MnR bar rotat with 2 implants
MnR bar rotat with 2 implants
MnR bar rotat with 2 implants
MnR bar rotat with 2 implants
MnR bar rotat with 2 implants
MnR bar mix rotat with 2 implants
MnR bar rotat with 2 implants
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ered reasonable for the current analysis, since only
studies with minimum follow-up periods of 5 years
were used for the graphic plots and meta-analyses
reported. Raw data from individual studies were used
where possible to compute the appropriate cumula-
tive survival and/or success rate for use in the analy-
sis based on a traditional life-table approach utilizing
the conditional probability of implant survival or suc-
cess at the midpoint of each interval.

For the purposes of descriptive summaries, time-
point analyses were made for examination data col-
lected at loading and at 12, 36, 48, 60, 120, and 180
months after loading, whereas overall analyses were
made at the last reported examination if it was at least
48 months after loading. A 6-month window was used

to categorize examinations by timepoint, except for
the initial 6-month period. In this way examinations
after load were grouped into the following periods: 12
to 18 months, 36 to 42 months, 48 to 54 months, etc. If
the data did not fall into one of these ranges, then it
was not included in the analysis by timepoint.

Two types of formal analysis were intended to
aggregate the data. First, implant and prosthesis sur-
vival and success data were to be summarized descrip-
tively by timepoint both numerically and graphically
for all studies according to prosthesis type.This yielded
both pooled numerical estimates with 95% confi-
dence intervals (CIs) at each timepoint and graphic
plots at each timepoint of the outcome of included
studies and the pooled estimate, all with 95% CIs.
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Table 3 Included Unused Papers by Exclusion Reason, Design, and Author

No. of No. of Mo.
Design Author Year Exclusion reason and type of prosthesis groups implants follow-up

RCT Batenburg et al5 1998 2 180 12
RCT Davis et al56 1996 2 100 36
RCT Gotfredsen67 1997 2 40 48
RCT Jemt et al69 1998 2 349 24
RCT Naert et al38 1999 3 72 60
RCT Ortorp and Jemt51 2002 4 361 36
RCT Ortorp and Jemt52 2000 4 361 12
PS Ericsson et al16 2000 1 30 60
PS Jemt26 1994 1 449 60
PS Lindquist et al29 1987 1 148 60

(2 pts lost)
PS Lindquist et al30 1996 2 273 180
PS Lindquist et al68 1997 1 266 120
PS Meijer et al70 1999 1 122 60
PS Meijer et al36 2000 2 122 60
RCT MacEntee et al54 2005 2 200 36

RCT Naert et al60 2004 3 72 +1r 120

RCT Naert et al66 1998 3 72 60

RCT Payne and Solomons72 2000 3 149 36

RCT Walton et al45 2002 2 134 12

RCT Walton and MacEntee62 2003 2 200 24

RCT Watson et al46 2002 4 144 12

RCT Watson et al47 2002 4 144 12

PS-B Astrand et al58 2004 4 371 60
PS-W Hellem et al19 2001 2 216 60
PS-B Watson et al71 1997 2 393 60

PS Dudic and Mericske-Stern14 2002 1 258  180
(34 pts lost)

F = fixed; B = between-arch comparison; ball = ball-retained; bar = bar-retained; Mx = maxillary; Mn = mandibular; PS = prospective study;
pts = patients; r = replacement implant(s); R = removable; RCT = randomized controlled trial; rotat = rotational type; W = within-arch com-
parison.

Survival data overlap with Visser et al57

Survival data overlap with Davis and Packer10

Survival data overlap with Gotfredsen and Holm18

Survival data overlap with Jemt et al27

Survival data overlap with Naert et al55

Survival data overlap with Ortorp and Jemt61

Survival data overlap with Ortorp and Jemt61

Survival data overlap with Ericsson et al17

Survival data overlap with Jemt and Lekholm28

Survival data overlap with Carlsson et al8

Survival data overlap with Carlsson et al8

Survival data overlap with Carlsson et al8

Survival data overlap with Meijer et al35

Survival data overlap with Meijer et al59

No survival data; MnR ball vs bar; unsplinted vs splinted
with 2 implants 
No survival data; MnR splinted vs unsplinted; bar vs mag-
net vs ball
No survival data; MnR splinted vs unsplinted; bar vs mag-
net vs ball
No survival data; MnR ball vs bar; splinted vs unsplinted;
rotat vs nonrotat; 2 vs 4 implants
No survival data; MnR ball vs bar; splinted with 2
implants vs unsplinted
No survival data; MnR ball vs bar; splinted with 2
implants vs unsplinted
No survival data; MnR; 4 attachment types; nonrotat vs
rotat with 2 implants
No survival data; 4 attachment types; nonrotat vs rotat
with 2 implants
No survival data; MxF vs MnF
No survival data; MnR bar vs F with 4 or 6 implants
No survival data; MnR bar vs Mx; rotat vs mix rotat; 2 vs 4
implants
No survival data; MnR bar; nonrotat; 4 implants
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Second, where possible, meta-analysis statistical
testing involved a z-test of the weighted mean risk
difference in the overall survival or success rates com-
paring 2 prosthesis types with weighting based on
the number of implants in studies reporting 2 or
more types. A hypothesis test for the difference
between 2 treatments could not be performed
unless the individual studies contained both treat-
ments. The test was only performed overall, that is, at
the last reported examination, if it was at least 48
months after loading because of the small number of
papers containing both treatments at a particular
time. If less than 2 studies contained both treatment
groups, then this analysis was not performed.

RESULTS

Design of Included Studies
Of the 46 studies utilized in the current analysis
(Table 2), very few were published prior to 1994, and
approximately one third were published after 2001
(Fig 2). Fifteen studies involved more than 1 prosthe-
sis type within the maxillary and mandibular arches,
allowing prosthesis-type comparison within arches.
Of these, 9 were RCTs or quasi-RCTs, 3 were prospec-
tive studies (PS-W), and 3 were retrospective studies
(RS-W). Eight studies involved both arches but had
only 1 prosthesis type in each arch; these studies
allowed comparison only between arches. Of these 8
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Table 4 Frequency of Reasons for Excluding Full-text Studies (n = 261*)

Code Reason for exclusion No. of studies

P Partially edentulous arch or ambiguous 99
L Observational study with < 60 mo follow-up from implant placement 45
LR < 12 mo from implant placement for RCT 6
LB < 60 mo for observational study minimum despite CSR ≥ 60 mo 28
CR Case report < 5 arches per group 5
I Immediate implant placement (< 10 wk postextraction) or loading (< 10 wk from placement) 4
G Graft, augmentation 8
M Maxillary and mandibular mixed sample 16
F Fixed and removable mixed sample 8
S Splint and unsplinted mixed sample 8
NC Nonconsecutive or special risk samples (eg, failure, case control, illness, irradiation, smoking) 9
NH No in vivo human outcomes 4
NT Nontitanium (titanium alloy) root-form implant (eg, blade, transmandibular, ceramic) 11
Z Extramaxillary site (eg, zygoma, pterygoid plate) 0
OO Other outcomes (eg, occlusal, function, satisfaction, economic analyses) 15
OS Other systematic review for a different question 1
R Review, editorial, protocol paper (no implant outcomes) 26
RP Republished paper 2

*Some studies excluded for more than 1 reason; thus, the total exceeds 261.
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Fig 2 Number of included, uti-
lized papers by publication year.
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studies, 6 were prospective studies (PS-B) and 2 were
retrospective studies (RS-B). The remaining 23 stud-
ies had only 1 prosthesis type in 1 arch (ie, no possi-
ble prosthesis type comparison was possible). Of
these, 21 were prospective studies (PS), including
RCTs not comparing prosthesis type, and 2 were ret-
rospective studies (RS). Among the 46 utilized stud-
ies, 6 studies1,3,12,15,31,39 gave outcomes data for the
same subjects found in 4 other utilized studies,2,8,13,55

but included data at unique timepoints. In other
words, the 46 papers involved only 40 distinct study
samples. A concerted effort was made to eliminate
all overlapping data from the analysis.

Descriptive Outcomes
Fixed and removable prosthetic designs were found to
have clinically similar levels of overall implant survival,
ranging from 71.3% to 97.0% in the maxilla and from
83.0% to 100.0% in the mandible (Table 5), not includ-
ing the developmental groups reported in the original
Adell studies.1–3 Likewise, similar levels of crestal bone
loss were reported during and after the first year of
prosthetic function, up to 0.55 mm in the first year and
up to 0.2 mm per year thereafter for maxillary fixed
and removable prostheses and up to 1.17 mm in the
first year and up to 0.38 mm per year thereafter for
mandibular fixed and removable prostheses (Table 5).
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Table 5 Descriptive Outcomes by Prosthesis in All Included Studies (n = 72)

Prosthesis type

Maxillary  Mandibular  Mandibular removable 
Maxillary fixed Mandibular fixed removable splinted removable splinted nonsplinted

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max

% implant survival overall— 74.2 97.0 86.0 100.0 71.3 83.7 83.0 100.0 86.0 100.0
at least 60-mo data
First year bone loss (mm) 0.02 0.55 0.09 0.80 0.20 0.50 –0.20 1.17 –0.40 0.90
Annual bone loss (mm/y) 0.00 0.20 -0.14 0.13 0.08 0.13 –0.01 0.23 –0.07 0.38
after 12 mo
% continuous prosthesis stability 96.8 100.0 100.00 – – 100.0                       100.0
overall—less than 60-mo data
% continuous prosthesis stability  88.0 100.0 99.0 100.0 77.9 86.7 100.0 100.0
overall—at least 60-mo data
% original prosthesis failures or  7.1 19.4 0.0 23.8 – – – – 0.0 63.0
remakes overall—less than 60-mo data
% original prosthesis failures or  1.3 22.6 0.0 44.0 45.5 72.0 0.0 36.4 0.0 16.7
remakes overall—at least 60-mo data
% no major prosthesis modifications – – – – – – 63.0 23.0
overall—less than 60-mo data
Prosthetic implant component 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.2 1.0 5.9 0.1 4.6 0.0 16.5
maintenance events, visits, or  
occasions per prosthesis per 60 mo
Total prosthetic maintenance events, 0.4 14.3 0.1 11.4 2.9 24.6 0.6 15.4 0.0 19.4
visits, or occasions per prosthesis per 
60 mo
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In contrast, the percentage of prosthetic success
ranged widely across studies and prosthetic types.
Measures included variations of percentage of con-
tinuous prosthesis stability, percentage of original
prosthesis failures or remakes, and percentage of
prostheses with no major modification. Measures  of
continuous prosthesis stability yielded high propor-
tions of success, generally exceeding 75%, whereas
the latter 2 measures yielded highly variable but
potentially more sensitive measures of success, or fail-
ure, with results ranging from the equivalent of 23%
to 100% success (Table 5). The data reported for pros-
thetic maintenance appeared to be inconsistently
assessed and reported across studies. Variable defini-
tions of events, visits, and occasions were used, with
or without accounting for prosthetic maintenance
conducted at routine reassessment visits. A potential
consequence was that even within 1 prosthesis type,
the rate of prosthetic maintenance events, visits, or
occasions appeared to vary from 0 to more than 20
units per prosthesis over a 60-month period (Table 5).
From this information it appears most reasonable to
expect that substantial prosthetic maintenance
requirements should be anticipated for implant-sup-
ported prostheses in the edentulous arch. Further-
more, among the few RCTs assessing prosthetic main-
tenance for removable overdenture designs, there
was evidence that variation in prosthetic mainte-
nance can be due to variation in prosthetic design, in
particular the design of the attachment mecha-
nism.10,46,60,62 Detailed analysis of the type and extent
of prosthetic maintenance was not performed.

Although both fixed and removable prosthesis
designs were reported in maxillae and mandibles
across the included studies, a maxillary removable
design was found in only 328,41,64 of the 46 studies,
none of which were RCTs (Table 2). Maxillary remov-
able prostheses generally involved a splinted and
nonrotational design—a bar overdenture—with a
maximum of 4 to 6 implants. Maxillary and mandibu-
lar removable overdentures were usually fabricated
with acrylic resin prosthetic teeth processed on a
rigid acrylic resin base that was reinforced with a
metal frame often in the maxilla but only occasion-
ally in the mandible. Likewise, all of the fixed prosthe-
ses reported in the included papers were of a
splinted, nonrotational design, most often with
acrylic resin prosthetic teeth processed on a rigid
metal frame. Several papers reported clinically con-
sistent results using various metal framework materi-
als for fixed maxillary and mandibular prostheses, for
example, cast gold or silver-palladium alloys, and dif-
ferent forms of milled and/or welded titanium
frames. Exclusively metal-ceramic fixed designs have
occasionally been reported in the literature; however,

no studies involving groups using only metal-
ceramic materials met the criteria for inclusion in the
present study. The fixed prosthesis frames were typi-
cally screw-retained rather than cemented designs,
as were the removable prosthesis attachment
anchors and bars.

Only 1 study7 reported fixed prostheses sup-
ported by less than 5 implants. This study was a 10-
year retrospective study with both maxillary and
mandibular complete fixed prostheses supported by
either 4 or 6 implants. No clinically important differ-
ence in implant survival was observed between the
4-implant design (80.3% maxillary jaw survival and
88.4% mandibular jaw survival) and the 6-implant
design (79% maxillary survival and 93.2% mandibu-
lar survival).

By far the greatest variation in prosthetic design
was observed among studies reporting the out-
comes of mandibular complete removable (overden-
ture) prostheses. Both splinted (bar attachment) and
nonsplinted (often ball or magnet attachment)
designs were utilized, with no clinically important
difference in implant survival (Table 5). Most of the
prostheses were supported by 2 implants, but there
were also designs with 1, 3, and 4 or more implants;
again, no clinically important differences in implant
survival were observed. Likewise, both nonrotational
and rotational overdenture designs enjoyed clinically
similar implant survival. In comparison to rotational
overdentures, a nonrotational design implies a more
rigid connection between the prosthesis and
implant such that the overdenture could transmit a
substantial torque force to the attachment mecha-
nism and implants during function. Perhaps for 
this reason, the nonrotational overdenture
designs6,32,48,53,57,64,65 tended to be planned with 3 or
more implants, presumably to increase the interfacial
support to resist rotational torque on the implants
under occlusal loading and to provide increased
prosthetic stability. Of note, the nonrotational
designs were not exclusively bar overdentures42,53,64

with more than 2 implants. Nonetheless, implant sur-
vival did not appear to vary by splinting, rotational
characteristics, or number of implants. Indeed, 1
study9 reported 100% implant survival in a 5-year
prospective study of rotational mandibular overden-
tures supported by a single midline implant. Detailed
analysis of the effect of splinting and rotational fea-
tures and of implant number was not undertaken in
the current review.

Implant Survival by Prosthesis Type
A maxillary removable design was reported in only
328,41,64 studies with a pooled implant survival esti-
mate of 76.6% at 5 years (Fig 3). In comparison, the
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maxillary fixed design was reported in 11 studies
with a pooled implant survival estimate of 87.7% at 5
years (Fig 3), and the mandibular removable and
fixed designs were reported in at least 15 studies
each (Fig 4), with pooled implant survival estimates
of 95.7% and 96.7%, respectively, at 5 years. Only 10
of the included papers reported implant survival
results at or beyond 10 years, none of which reported
a maxillary removable design. A maxillary fixed
design was reported in 5 studies2,7,8,24,50 at 10 years
(including the developmental group in Adell and
associates2), with a pooled implant survival estimate
of 80.7% (Fig 5). This design was reported in only 2
studies2,24 at 15 years (also including the develop-
mental group reported by Adell and associates2),
with a pooled implant survival estimate of 70.3% (Fig
6). A mandibular removable design was reported in 4
studies13,35,55,59 at 10 years, with a pooled implant
survival estimate of 95.4% (Fig 7). A mandibular fixed
design was reported in 5 studies2,7,8,21,50 at 10 years
(again including the developmental group reported
by Adell and associates2), with a pooled implant sur-

vival estimate of 91.0% (Fig 7). This design was
reported in only 2 studies2,8 at 15 years (also includ-
ing the developmental group reported by Adell and
associates2), with a pooled implant survival estimate
of 82.2% (Fig 8).

All told, the only suggestion of a possible differ-
ence in implant survival purely by prosthetic design
was found in the lack of overlap in 95% CIs for the
descriptive aggregate analysis by timepoint for maxil-
lary fixed and removable prosthesis types (Fig 3). The
95% CI of survival at 60 months for groups with the
maxillary fixed design was 82.7% to 92.7%, compared
with 70.9% to 82.3% for groups with the maxillary
removable design. The 48-month timepoint analysis
revealed similar results. Although this lack of overlap
between the CIs is suggestive of differences in the
pooled estimates, no hypothesis testing was possible
with these pooled estimates because the differences
did not arise within more than 1 controlled study.

Four papers reported both fixed and removable
prostheses groups in the same study; 3 involved the
mandible32,42,49 and 1 involved the maxilla.28 All 4
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Fig 3 Pooled implant survival—Maxillary fixed
and removable prostheses at 60 months.
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Fig 4 Pooled implant survival—Mandibular
fixed and removable prostheses at 60 months.
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studies had the same amount of follow-up (60
months from loading). Those involving the mandible
reported implant survival of 100% in the 3 fixed pros-
thesis groups at 60 months, and ranged from 95% to
100% in the 3 removable prosthesis groups.
Although no clinically important differences could
be observed between these implant survival rates,
statistical testing was possible to test formally for dif-
ferences in the pooled estimates between the
mandibular fixed and removable designs, and this is
reported in the meta-analyses section.

In contrast, the lone maxillary study28 with both
fixed and removable groups did seem to suggest a
clinically important difference across the groups.
Three groups were reported including a severe
resorption removable bar-overdenture group with 3
or 4 implants (76% of which were 7 mm in length,

with the balance at least 10 mm), an intermediate
group planned initially for a removable bar-overden-
ture with 5 or 6 implants (64% of which were 7 mm
in length, with the balance at least 10 mm) and
intended for subsequent conversion to a fixed pros-
thesis after at least 1 year, and a fixed prosthesis
group with 5 or 6 implants (24% of which were 7 mm
in length, with the balance at least 10 mm). The
reported cumulative implant failure (assumed for the
current analyses to be equivalent to 100% minus 
the cumulative implant survival) at 60 months was
28.7% in the severe resorption group, 20.0% in the
intermediate group, and 7.9% in the fixed prosthesis
group. Hypothesis testing was not possible to com-
pare the effect of prosthesis design on implant sur-
vival not only because the differences arose from
only 1 retrospective study, but also because the 3
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Fig 5 Pooled implant survival—Maxillary fixed
prostheses at 120 months.
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Fig 6 Pooled implant survival—Maxillary
fixed prostheses at 180 months.
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Fig 7 Pooled implant survival—Mandibular
fixed and removable prostheses at 120 months.
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groups were selected deliberately according to dif-
ferences in bone volume that appeared to favor
implant survival in the fixed prosthesis group as
anticipated.

A possible site-specific difference (rather than
purely a prosthetic type difference) was also sug-
gested because of the lack of overlap in 95% CIs for
the maxillary and mandibular removable prosthesis
types in the 12-, 36-, 48-, and 60-month timepoint
analyses of implant survival, and similarly, for the max-
illary and mandibular fixed prosthesis types, not

including the 12-month timepoint. For example, the
95% CI of survival at 60 months for groups with the
maxillary fixed design (Fig 3) did not overlap that of
the groups with the mandibular fixed design (CI was
94.5% to 98.9% for the latter group; Fig 4). Likewise,
the 95% CI of survival at 60 months for groups with
the maxillary removable design (Fig 3) did not overlap
that of the groups with the mandibular removable
design (CI was 94.1% to 97.3% for the latter group; Fig
4). In this instance, statistical testing was only possible
to test formally for differences in the pooled estimates
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Fig 9 Forest plot of studies compar-
ing mandibular removable and fixed
prostheses. No significant difference in
estimated risk was found (–1.4%; 95%
CI, –3.9% to 1.03%; P > .05).
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between the fixed maxillary and mandibular designs,
and this is reported in the meta-analyses section.

Implant Success by Prosthesis Type 
Implant success by prosthesis type was reported in
only 3 papers,6,12,42 all involving mandibular fixed
and/or removable prosthesis groups. Implant success
was 71% in the only mandibular fixed prosthesis
group reported42 and ranged from 71% to 95.7% in
the 3 mandibular removable prosthesis groups.6,12,42

The only study reporting implant success among
both fixed and removable prosthesis groups42 found
identical implant success at 60 months utilizing
coated implants. Statistical comparison across papers
was not possible because of an inadequate number
of studies with both groups and because of likely dif-
ferences in the application of success criteria.

Meta-Analyses of Implant Survival
The 2 possible meta-analyses with statistical testing
for this review involved comparisons of mandibular
fixed and removable prostheses reported in the
same study and of fixed prostheses in both maxillary
and mandibular arches reported in the same study
(Table 2). All 3 of the studies with mandibular fixed
and removable prostheses32,42,49 were included in
the hypothesis testing. The fixed prostheses were
each supported by 5 or 6 implants, whereas the
removable prostheses were supported either by 2
implants with bar attachments,49 4 implants with bar
attachments,32 or 3 implants with ball attachments.42

The follow-up periods for these studies varied from
60 to 72 months in duration; only 1 study42 was ran-
domized. The z-test of the weighted mean risk differ-
ence in the overall survival rate comparing mandibu-
lar f ixed and removable prostheses was not
significant at the .05 level (P > .05; Fig 9). The esti-
mated risk difference between mandibular fixed and
removable prostheses was –1.44% with a 95% CI of
–3.9% to 1.03%. This supports the hypothesis that
there is no difference in implant survival outcomes
comparing fixed and removable prosthesis types in
mandibular edentulous arches.

Among the 9 papers1–3,7,8,23,50,61,63 reporting fixed
prostheses in both maxillary and mandibular arches,
2 studies1,3 had the same subjects found in another2

of the papers, so only 1 of the 3 studies2 was
included in the hypothesis testing—the study that
contained the longest-term overall data for the
groups. The follow-up periods varied from 60 to 180
months’ duration; 1 study61 was also a randomized
study comparing gold alloy and titanium frame
materials. The z-test of the weighted mean risk differ-
ence in the overall survival rate comparing maxillary
and mandibular fixed prostheses was significant at

the .05 level (P < .001; Fig 10). The estimated risk dif-
ference between maxillary and mandibular fixed
prostheses was 6.56%, with a 95% CI of 9.76% to
3.36%. In other words the implant survival rate was
6.6% higher for mandibular fixed prostheses than
maxillary fixed prostheses (95% CI: –9.8% to –3.4%, P
< .001) among established fixed prosthesis designs
that have been studied carefully for at least 5 years
since loading. At first glance, this result appears to
offer a small piece of statistical evidence to refute the
hypothesis that there is no difference in implant sur-
vival outcomes when comparing fixed and remov-
able prosthesis types in maxillary and mandibular
edentulous arches. Of course, this particular statisti-
cal comparison did not actually evaluate the out-
come of different prosthetic designs within a single
arch, as is implied at least clinically in the hypothesis.

The current meta-analyses were limited to compar-
ing fixed and removable prostheses stratified by arch.
Subsequent publication by the reviewers is intended
to report results according to splinting, rotational
freedom, prosthetic attachment, prosthetic materials,
opposing dentition, and number of implants.

DISCUSSION

Currently, there is no clear evidence that implant sur-
vival or success is affected by prosthesis type based
on established designs that have been studied for at
least 5 years. However, caution needs to be exercised
in not interpreting this to mean that all prosthetic
designs can be applied with equal merit and that the
results can be applied beyond 5 years. Studies are
simply not yet available to guide clinicians suffi-
ciently for many of the possible permutations and
combinations of prosthetic design. As an example,
studies revealing the merits of ceramometal,
cemented, and/or combination fixed-removable
designs for the edentulous jaw have not been stud-
ied sufficiently for inclusion in the present review, so
the current results cannot be assumed to apply
equally to all such designs.

That many of the papers available for this review
were published after 2001 offers a positive comment
on the contemporary state of the science in manag-
ing the edentulous state with oral implants.
Nonetheless, perhaps not surprisingly, a decade and
a half after its publication, Adell et al2 remains 1 of
very few studies reporting implant outcomes
beyond 10 years. With the possible exception of
removable prosthesis applications for the maxilla,
both fixed and removable prosthesis designs
enjoyed a clinically high level of implant survival in
both maxillary and mandibular arches across the
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studies included in the review. Among the numerous
included papers reporting mandibular fixed and/or
removable designs, the pooled implant survival esti-
mates were 97% and 96%, respectively, at 5 years and
91% and 95%, respectively, at 10 years. Only 2
included studies to report a mandibular fixed design
at 15 years showed a pooled estimate of 82%.
Slightly fewer included papers reported maxillary
fixed designs, with a pooled implant survival esti-
mate of 88% at 5 years and 81% at 10 years. The only
2 included studies to report a maxillary fixed design
at 15 years showed a pooled estimate of 70%. Only 3
included papers reported on maxillary removable
prostheses at 5 years, with a pooled implant survival
estimate of 77% among patients often apparently
given a removable rather than a fixed prosthesis
because of lack of bone volume. No included studies
reported on maxillary removable designs at or
beyond 10 years or on mandibular removable
designs beyond 10 years.

Another substantive result of this review is the
finding of a rather complicated range of prosthetic
success and maintenance outcomes reported across
studies (eg, continuous prosthesis stability, original
prosthesis failures or remakes, and various mainte-
nance events, occasions, and visits) and what
appeared to be possibly inconsistent application of
these measures across studies. It seems reasonable
that attempts have been made to refine the terms of
prosthetic success to arrive at potentially more sensi-
tive definitions, such as percentage of prostheses with
no major modification; however, a lack of consensus
on this has resulted in difficulty in interpreting and
pooling important treatment outcomes. The review of
prosthetic outcomes in the present study has been
hampered to such a degree that it may prove impossi-
ble to determine the extent to which the apparently
widely ranging differences in prosthetic maintenance
across prosthetic types actually reflect important dif-
ferences between groups; such differences may sim-
ply reflect differences in the application of the out-
come measures. Ultimately, the best understanding of
differences in prosthetic success and/or maintenance
between prosthesis types will arise from RCTs assess-
ing these outcomes or possibly from well-designed
cohort studies with different prosthesis type groups.
As noted, among the RCTs assessing removable over-
denture designs, there was preliminary evidence that
variation in prosthetic maintenance can be due to
variation in prosthetic design, in particular design of
the attachment mechanism.10,46,60,62

The present review supported a previously docu-
mented observation82 that fixed prostheses in the
maxilla have been found to enjoy a higher success
when compared to removable maxillary prostheses.

As noted, the available evidence was insufficient to
warrant a hypothesis test in this regard. However, the
evidence28 did provide substantial clues that the most
likely reason for the difference in implant survival was
not the removable prosthesis design. The lower rates
of implant survival experienced in the removable
maxillary overdenture groups appeared to originate
as a direct consequence of compromised preopera-
tive bone volume in these groups compared to a
more favorable residual ridge morphology reported
in the fixed prosthesis group. Instead of calling into
question the removable prosthesis design, the
authors of that study suggested the possible merit of
utilizing preoperative assessment for considering
either bone augmentation or a reduced number and
length of implants in cases where a fixed prosthesis
may not be possible.

The statistically significant finding that implant sur-
vival in the mandible exceeds outcomes in the maxilla
also reinforces long-established site-specific evidence.
However, this finding simply reinforces established
evidence of somewhat elevated vulnerability of the
edentulous maxilla for implant failure when com-
pared to consistently very high success rates achieved
for the edentulous mandible82; the difference was not
found to be due to prosthetic design features.

Finally, this study describes a systematic review of
studies specifying implant survival and/or success
outcomes by the type of prosthesis in the edentu-
lous arch. An RCT is the optimal study design for test-
ing the hypothesis that oral implant survival and suc-
cess outcomes do not vary by prosthesis type. In
correct anticipation of a dearth of RCT evidence, the
preferred approach set by the original SSID working
group suggested the reviews be designed to include
as broad as possible a base of evidence to answer
each of the 8 questions. Despite necessary tighten-
ing of the criteria through the review process for this
PICO question, more than 300 papers still required
full-text review to determine the final inclusion of
the 72 applicable papers. The process of establishing
and tightening criteria in a systematic review cannot
be avoided, but it must be acknowledged to be one
that is fraught with an undetermined risk of intro-
ducing bias into the process of selecting papers for
review and so into the results.

The results of this study reveal that there cannot
yet be an unequivocal consensus on the optimal type
of prosthesis for the edentulous arch. Furthermore,
most of the evidence included in the present review
was published very recently, so what is considered
current evidence today will almost certainly need to
be updated continually. Clinicians should continue to
be well read so as to be able to base implant prostho-
dontic treatment on established protocols.
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Members of Section 5 evaluated the systematic review
on the outcomes of various implant prostheses for the
completely edentulous arch. The focused PICO ques-
tion addressed by the authors, Ross Bryant and David
MacDonald-Jankowski, of the evidence-based system-
atic review is: Does the type of implant prosthesis
affect outcomes for the completely edentulous arch?

1. Does the section agree that the systematic
review is complete and accurate?
The overall conclusions of the systematic review
were that there is compelling evidence to support
the restoration of mandibular implants irrespective
of prosthesis type and that there is not sufficient evi-
dence implicating prosthesis type as a determinant
of implant survival. The section’s discussion of the
systematic review revealed a general consensus that
the review was nearly complete and very accurate.

The review question was fully investigated and
detailed analyses of various measured outcomes were
completed. However, the scope of the included meta-
analysis was limited to consideration of the effect of
prosthesis type (fixed versus removable) on implant
survival. The section agreed that, among the included
studies, crucial observations were present and a suffi-
cient clinical experience was generally represented.

The section reviewed the available literature by fur-
ther examination of electronic databases and by hand
searches and found that 2 additional papers could
have been added to the systematic review prior to the
2005 closing date. The first paper (Naert I. The influ-
ence of attachment systems on implant-retained
mandibular overdentures. In: Feine JS, Carlsson GE
(eds). Implant Overdentures: The Standard of Care for
Edentulous Patients. Chicago: Quintessence,
2003:99–109) presented 10-year implant survival data
for this clinical situation. This paper incorporated data
from a publication that had already been included in
the systematic review’s analysis. The second paper,
“Effectiveness of three treatment modalities for the
edentulous mandible. A five-year randomized clinical
trial” (Raghoebar GM, Meijer HJ, Stegenga B, van’t Hof
MA, van Oort RP, Vissink A. Clin Oral Implants Res
2000;11:195–201), also contributed implant survival
data to the review. However, the high survival rate
data presented in this paper did not alter the results
of the systematic review.

2. Has any new information been generated or
discovered since the review cutoff time?
The section identified 8 additional papers that
addressed the review topic. When they were consid-
ered by full text review, 3 papers were found to meet
the systematic review criteria. The first, “Implant-
retained mandibular overdentures versus conven-
tional dentures: 10 years of care and aftercare” (Visser
A, Meijer HJ, Raghoebar GM, Vissink A. Int J Prostho-
dont 2006;19:271–278), supported the systematic
review findings that implants associated with
mandibular overdentures survive at a high rate for 10
years. The second paper (Krennmair G, Weinlander M,
Krainhofner M, Piehslinger E. Implant-supported
mandibular overdentures retained with ball or tele-
scopic crown attachments: A 3-year prospective study.
Int J Prosthodont 2006;19:164–170) examined the
mechanism of overdenture attachment to mandibular
implants and also reported high implant survival rate.

A third additional paper (Jemt T, Johansson J. Implant
treatment in the edentulous maxillae: A 15-year follow-
up study on 76 consecutive patients provided with fixed
prostheses. Clin Implant Dent Relat Res 2006;8:61–69)
provides new and important insight into survival of
implants supporting maxillary fixed dentures. The
authors reported a high implant survival among 76 con-
secutively treated patients following 15 years of evalua-
tion. This supports evidence included in the systematic
review that maxillary endosseous implants supporting
fixed prostheses will survive into a second decade of
function. Comparative information on the effect of pros-
thesis type was not found in the recent literature.

3. Does the section agree with the interpretation
and conclusion of the reviewers?
The systematic review focused on the single outcome
of implant survival. The interpretation of this subset of
available data was restricted to the conclusions that (1)
maxillary and mandibular fixed prostheses, and
mandibular removable prostheses, are associated with
high mean implant survival over 5 to 10 years, (2) no dif-
ference was found for implant survival when mandibu-
lar fixed and removable prostheses were compared,
and (3) there was insufficient evidence (consistent with
the guidelines of the systematic review) to compare the
effect of maxillary fixed and removable prostheses on
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implant survival. There was unanimous agreement
regarding these initial conclusions and, moreover, the
addition of the 2 papers published prior to 2006 and
the 3 papers published after 2006 did not affect the
result of the systematic review, nor did they alter the
section’s generalized support of the conclusions.

The section did find sufficient cause to consider in
detail 5 key points that must be included in the inter-
pretation of the data:

1. All of the observations made in the various stud-
ies are limited in their temporal interpretation. For
example, it is not possible to extrapolate data
from a 5-year study to a 10-year timepoint. Fortu-
nately, when considering the present PICO ques-
tion for the edentulous mandible and maxilla,
there are data that present 10-year information.

2. Given the rapid evolution of implant design and
components, many of the studies reviewed
reported data from implants that are no longer
readily available in the dental marketplace. Thus,
any interpretation of implant survival data must
accept that implant design factors are but one of
many factors affecting survival.

3. There were insufficient data to support an analysis
based on implant success.

4. This systematic review included data from studies
with a wide range of potential explanatory vari-
ables. Examples include patient factors such as
age, sex, and medical conditions; local factors such
as bone quantity; and additional factors such as
clinician experience and training. Some of these
variables were captured by the reviewers’ analysis
of the original reports, but were not included in
the present analysis of implant survival.

5. The data for implant survival present in the
reviewed papers represented the result of
implants lost prior to second stage surgery or
abutment connection as well as implants lost
after prosthesis connection. It is generally under-
stood that approximately half of all implant fail-
ures occur prior to second stage surgery
(Goodacre et al, 2001) [Au: Please supply complete
reference; could not find in PubMed]. Therefore, it
is possible to re-analyze the data to exclude
implant loss prior to prosthesis loading. However,
because implant survival rates were high among
the majority of studies, such a recalculation of
implant survival should not change the general
conclusions of this analysis of available data.

4. What further research needs to be done rela-
tive to the PICO question?
The section first considered whether critical informa-
tion regarding the PICO question was lacking. First
and foremost, there is limited information available
regarding the survival of implants supporting maxil-
lary removable prostheses. Second, there are no data
on the survival of implants beyond 20 years for fixed
mandibular prostheses or beyond 15 years for
implants supporting fixed prostheses in the edentu-
lous maxilla. For removable mandibular prostheses,
no data are available beyond 10 years.

Next, the section considered whether essential infor-
mation was omitted. The section unanimously agreed
that it is critical to review the available data concerning
patient-based outcomes.There are issues of satisfaction,
economics, and quality of life that may be indispensable
to the clinical decision to place a fixed or removable
prosthesis in the edentulous mandible or maxilla.

Several specific suggestions concerning future
research also were made by the section. Well-
designed and controlled effectiveness studies are
needed to better extrapolate these findings beyond
the tightly controlled environment of the included
clinical investigations.

Emerging technologies may have an impact on
future decisions to place fixed or removable prosthe-
ses in the restoration of the edentulous arches with
implants. Currently, several new technologies are avail-
able to produce metal frameworks, provide ceramic
veneering materials, or to affect the connection of
overdentures to implants. In large part, the reviewed
literature included the analysis of acrylic resin denture
teeth processed to metal superstructures for fixed
prostheses or within acrylic resin overdentures.

The observation of high implant survival rates for
almost all clinical situations involving the restoration
of the edentulous arches using implants underscores
the dichotomy between high success and low utiliza-
tion.This observation was made by several section par-
ticipants and prompted the request for future studies
to illuminate the factors that control access to care.

To continue the broader investigation of the PICO
question, it is essential that the prosthetic outcomes
be analyzed and reported. For this to be achieved,
the section identified a critical need to broadly and
uniformly define “prosthetic complication” and “pros-
thetic failure” in standard terms so these can be
reported in a standardized manner.

The systematic review included papers that iden-
tify experimental variables that may be risk factors
for implant loss in individual patients. It is also crucial
that future analysis focus on the relationship
between these variables and clinical outcomes. A
comprehensive assessment of risk for implant loss
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may provide information to aid clinicians in making
individual patient decisions.

5. How can the information from the systematic
review be applied for patient management?
The data indicate that mandibular edentulous arch
treatment decisions can be based on criteria other
than prosthesis type. This reinforces the need for
additional information regarding patient outcomes
with different treatment modalities.

There are insufficient data to guide decisions
regarding prosthesis type for implant-supported
restoration of the edentulous maxilla. However, fixed
prostheses in the maxilla are associated with a good
prognosis. Additional evaluation of existing data will
provide further insights into patient, local, and clinician
factors that are affected by or, inversely, affect the pros-
thesis type for restoration of the edentulous arch.
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Table W1 Excluded Full-text Studies by Author and Reasons for Excluding (n = 261*)

Excluded Studies Exclusion Key
(alphabetical by author) codes table 4

Adell R, Lekholm U, Brånemark PI, Lindhe J, Rockler B, Eriksson B, Lindvall AM, Yoneyama T, Sbordone L. 
Marginal tissue reactions at osseointegrated titanium fixtures. Swed Dent J Suppl 1985;28:175–181. L P
Adell R. Tissue integrated prostheses in clinical dentistry. Int Dent J 1985;35:259–265. R
Ahren S, Kahnberg KE. The adaptation of implant-supported superstructures to the alveolar crest: A follow-up of 49 cases. 
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